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Content pack – general overview
Content packs are read-only plug-ins to vRealize™ Log Insight™ that provide pre-defined knowledge about
specific types of events such as log messages. A content pack should answer questions like, “Is the
product/application healthy?” In addition, a content pack should create a greater understanding of how a
product/application/device works, how to troubleshoot the main problems in it, how pro-actively monitor the
possible issues.
A content pack contains:
• Queries
• Extracted fields
• Dashboards
• Alerts
• Agent Groups ( only for Content Packs whose logs can be collected via Log Insight Agent )
Also solution should provide sufficient information about
• Setup Instructions
• Upgrade ( if applicable)
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Content pack – Best practices
Best practices suggest for any content pack to have:
• Three or more dashboards (dashboard groups)
• Three or more queries (chart/table widgets) per dashboard (nine or
more in total)
• Five or more alerts
• Twenty or more extracted fields OR similar fields delivered via Log
Insight Agent parsers ( LI Agent is more efficient from performance
perspective if syslog format forwarding is not mandated by
product/device configuration)
When bundling Content Pack the fields showed in Export
Content Pack screenshot are advised to be provided
Content Pack versioning is not associated with product/device
version. Instead, it can be pointed on the Name field
Advised content pack versioning format is MAJOR.MINOR, while
some of solution can also have REVISION field
• MAJOR - major changes to the content pack, for example one or
more new dashboards. Dashboards/Alerts or previous configuration
retirement is a sign of major version increase to be mandated
• MINOR – minor bud fixes, changed a widget type, added couple of
widgets
• REVISION – typically used by content pack authors when
preparing a version before publishing. It is suggested to send new
revision number when implemented feedback from VSX review
process.
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Field Extraction
Any part of a log message that might be applicable to a query or aggregation can be dynamically extracted from the log by providing a
regular expression. Extracted Fields are a type of regular expression query and are especially useful for complex pattern matching, so
a user does not need to know, remember, or learn complicated regular expressions. However, if the regex definition of the field is not
optimized for performance it can considerably slow down query performance.
Name Convincing
Extracted field name should match to the following pattern: <product or content pack prefix>_<descriptor_what_is_extracting>.
Example: ms_win_security_audit_failed_account_name
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Alerts

Alerts provide a way to trigger a reaction when a certain type of event is seen.
Alerts are based on queries performed in Interactive Analytics page.
By default, vRealize Log Insight supports three different types of alerts trigger
mechanism:
• Email
• notification to vRealize Operations Manager
• Webhook
Alerts can only be saved in user space and as such, all content pack alerts are
disabled by default. If an enabled alert is created and then exported as part of a
content pack, the alert is disabled in the content pack. This means that email,
webhook and/or vRealize Operations Manager settings are not contained and
cannot be added to a content pack.
Thresholds: if enabled, a content pack alert does not unintentionally spam a user.
When considering a threshold, there are two things to keep in mind:
• How frequently to trigger the alert: vRealize Log Insight comes with pre-defined
trigger frequencies. Important: Alerts only trigger once for a specific threshold
window.
• How often to check if an alert state has occurred: An alert is triggered by a query.
Alerts, such as queries, are not real-time in the current version. For each threshold
window, a pre-determined query frequency has been allocated. Changing the
threshold changes the query time.
• Alert can also be raised every time a new event type is seen but this can be noisy.
For alerts defined in a content pack, the “On any match” threshold should not be
used.
Thresholds should intuitively reflect criticality of the Alert condition, but it is again
advised to mark the Criticality of the Alert on the Alert Name.
Description and Recommendation fields are highly recommended to reflect what
action items should be done by a person who received the Alert notification.
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Dashboards/widgets
There are two different types of dashboard widgets in VRealize Log Insight:
• Chart: contains a visual representation of events with a link to a saved query.
• Query: contains title links to saved queries.
A chart can either be represented as a bar or line chart (or bubble, pie & area chart) and can be displayed in a stacked fashion.
Creation of Dashboards/widgets
performed from Interactive Analytics
page

Modification of widgets performed
from widget’s
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Instructions for installation
Setup instructions for the content pack should give sufficient
details about what user needs to do to receive the logs from
the product/device. Setup Instructions should clearly outline
the exact steps required in product/device and vRealize Log
Insight ( if necessary) for content pack full functional state.
In rare situations if additional configurations are required for
specific widget functionality ( e.g. statistics, telemetry which
is not always enabled by default) it can be exceptionally
added to widget description
Setup Instructions should contains detailed steps e.g. how to
configure “Remote Syslog Server” on the device. Some of
the partners also providing additional configuration guide
with delated screenshots and basic troubleshooting tips.
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Publishing
After a content pack has been created by partners in the
vRealize Log Insight Partner Program, the content pack has to
be reviewed and approved by the vRealize Log Insight
Content Pack team via DCPN, post approval it can be
published to the in-product vRealize Log Insight marketplace
and on the VMware Solution Exchange.
The requirements for content pack publishing are as follows:
• Must be a partner in the Log Insight Partner Program.
• Content pack: a tested VLCP file ready for publishing.
• Logs: Appropriate log bundle that is necessary to validate
content pack by Log Insight team, especially from
performance perspective.
• Documentation: Information about how to configure the
product/application to forward logs to vRealize Log Insight.
Some release notes and upgrade instructions if it is an update
to a published content pack.
• versions of the product/device which was tested with the
provided solution
• support information
• screenshots from the solution reflecting the power of the
dashboards widgets
• (Optional) Demo/Story: Example of how the content pack
brings value (for example, YouTube video).
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Support cases
Typical customer issues with Content Packs
which are not related to Log Insight functionality:
• misconfigured environment
• log format changes
• log expected to be generated but it doesn’t
(configuration steps are not enough clear or
not sufficient)
•

All other cases are covered by vRealize Log
Insight Content Pack team
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Useful links
For any clarifications about vRealize Log Insight Content Packs functionality, contact li-cp@vmware.com

•
•

Good source of documentation about publishing process, creation of Content Packs:
https://code.vmware.com/web/loginsight

•
•

Best practices guideline:
Creating_content_packs_in_vRLI

•
•

Joining the vRealize Log Insight Partner Program
https://code.vmware.com/programs/management/vrealize-loginsight
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